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On the Determination of C]~emica1.4.~nitz/. 265 

produced no effect on the resistance of the carbon rod~ or one 
inappreciably small. When circuit was made by pressing 
pieces of copper and brass against the rough ends of the car- 
bon rod~ contact was only imperfectly obtained~ and the resist- 
ance varied with the pressure because increased pressure 
brought about better contact, or contact at a greater nmnber 
of points. 

The bearing of these observations upon the theory of the 
carbon rheostat, the carbon relay, the carbon transmitting- 
telephone, and the carbon microphone is obvious. 

University College, Bristol~ 
February 1882. 

XXXII I .  On t/~e Determination of Chemical A.~nity in terms of 
Electromotive Foree.--Part V. By C. R. ALDER WRm~T, 
D.Sc. (Lend.), F .R .S ,  Lecturer on Cltemistry and Plt ysics 
in St. M'ar~j' s Hospital Medical Se/wol*. 

On the Relations/dps between the Electromotive _Force of a Daniel l 
Cell and rite C]~emical A~nities involved in its Action. 

102. "]-N accordance with the theorem stated in § 61, the 
_1[_ E.M.F. that would be requisite to break up a given 

electrolyte under given conditions into the "nascent" products 
of electrolysis would be a constant amount~ were it not that 
the secondary physical and chemical actions of the electrodes, 
and of dissolved gases, &c. upon the nascent products give 
rise ~o the development of an amount of heat, the energy 
equivalent to which diminishes the work that would otherwise 
be done by the current whilst effecting electrolysis; so that 
the E.M.F. corresponding to the net electrolytic work actu- 
ally done is less than the constant amount that would be 
requisite in the absence of these interfering circumstances; 
under certain conditions~ the diminution in the work is so 
great that work is gained instead of spent~ when the cell 
becomes an electrometer. Experiment shows that, cceteris 
paribus~ the amount of diminution is less the more rapid the 
rate of current-flow; so that in a decomposing cell, in which, 
on the whole, work is spent during the passage of the current 
in doing electrolysis (the heating effect du% in accordance 
with Joule's law, to the resistance proper of the cell being left 
out of consideration), the counter E.M.F. set up (representing 
the work so spent) is of + sign~ and increases in magnitude 
with the rate-of current-flow ; whilst in an electrometer, in 
which, on the whole, work is gained during the passage of the 
cnrrent~ the counter E.M.F. set up is of -- sign (i. e. is a 

* Communicated by the Physical Soeiety~ having been read at the 
Meeting held February 11, 1882, 
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266 Dr. 0. R. A. Wright on the Determination of 

direc~ E.M.F.), and decreases in magnitude with the rate of 
current-flow. 

This decrease in magnitud% although a phenomenon well 
known under the name of "polarization of the cell," has never- 
theless been less thoroughly investigated than is desirable. 
Thus, for instance~ in the case of a given Daniell cell it is un- 
known to what relative extents the diminution is due to each 
of three entirely different possible causes~ viz. :--first~ the for- 
marion, in consequence of the electrolytic actions going on, of 
a stronger zinc-sulphate solution round the zinc plat% and of a 
weaker copper-sulphate solution round the copper plate, than 
were there originally ; secondly~ the more or less incomplete 
action as regards setting up E.M.F. of the energy gained by 
the solufion of the zinc~ and displacement thereby of copper 
from the copper-sulphate solution; and~ thirdly, the somewhat 
analogous want of completeness in transformation into E.M.F. 
(and quantity of electricity jointly) of the energy gained by 
the transformation into ordinary copper of the nascent metal 
thus set fl'ee. In order to refer briefly to this possible want 
of completeness in development of E.M~.F, it will be conve- 
nient to term that portion of the energy due to the various 
actions" taking" place in the cell that does, . contribute,, to the 
setting-up of difference of potential, the adjuvant pol~ion of 
this energy; whilst the remainder'is spoken of as the "non- 
adjuvant" energy. Of course the non-adjuvant energy in 
practice makes its appearance in the form of heat developed 
ab initio, and not in accordance with Joule's law--/, e. not due 
simply to the passage of a current through a resistance. 

As regards the possible non-adjuvancy of energy thus indi- 
cated, it is to be noticed that whilst the observations of nume- 
rous experimenters agree in showing that, under certain con- 
ditions, at least an approximate equality subsists between the 
electromotive forces actually developed in a Daniell cell, and 
in various analogously constructed cells, and those corre- 
sponding to the net chemical changes taking place therein 
(viz., in the case of a Daniell cell, the displacement of copper 
from copper sulphate by zinc), this approximate equality 
does not exist under all conditions even in a Daniell cell, inas- 
much as~ first, considerable discrepancies exist between the 
values obtained by different observers working under different 
conditions~ and~ secondly, the same cell exhibits values vary- 
ing with the rate of current-flow through so-called "polari- 
zation;" whilst, on the other hand~ with certain forms o f  cell 
the maximum E.M.F. developed falls considerably short of 
that corresponding to the net chemical action. These discre- 
pancies and amounts of falling short appear to be in certain 
cases considerably greater than can be accounted for by the 
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Cttemical A~nity in terms of ~lectromotive Force. 267 

formation of solutions of zinc and copper snlphates &c. of dif- 
ferent densities through "migration of the ions," thus indica- 
ting considerable extents of non-adjuvancy. 

In order to obtain further information upon these points, a 
large number of observations have been made upon various 
forms of Daniel1 cell and allied combinations; the general results 
of which are that, with the normal Daniell combination (zinc, 
zinc sulphat% or dilute sulphuric acid, copper sulphate, copper), 
the amount of non-adjuvant energy with suitable plate-surfaces 
and with feeble rates of current-flow is insensible, but becomes 
.very considerable with more rapid rates of flow, or with certain 
nnpure forms of metallic plate-surfaces--the non-adjuvancy 
being partly due to incomplete development as E.M.F. of the 
energy due to the solution of the zinc, but more especially to 
the imperfect development as E.M.F. of that due to the trans- 
formation of nascent into ordinary c@per; whilst the forma- 
tion of solutions of densities different from those of the fluids 
originally employed also contributes to the diminution in the 
effective E.M.F. of the cell. With certain other forms of cell, 
more or less non-adjuvancy exists under all circumstances. 
In the following paper only those experiments referring to the 
normal Daniell cell are described, the remainder being post- 
poned to a later occasion. 

Ex2~eriments made to determine the total fall in E.M.F. through 
so-called_Pola~,ization~ oceur~,ing in variousl~j a~ranged JDaniell 
Cells for definite amounts of increase in t]te ~'ates of Current- 

O W .  

103. A gravity Daniell cell was constructed (fig. 1) with 
two zinc plates, A and B, supported so that Fig. 1. 
their upper surfaces were in the same hori- 
zontal plane, by means of stout wires passing 
through an indiarubber cork, C, the under 
surfaces of the plates~ and the wires between 
the cork and plates, being covered with gutta 
percha. This cork fitted into the lower end 
of a wide glass tube some 4 or 5 centim, in 
diameter and 12 or 15 long ; at the other end 
was a. precisely similar cork arrangement, D, 
carrying two copper plates, E and F, of which 
only the lower surfaces were uncovered with 
gutta percha. The plates A and E were each 
of such size as to expose precisely 2'5 square 
centim, of surface, whilst the plates B and F 
each exposed double that area. In order to 
arrange the cell as a gravity battery, a con- 
centrated zinc-sulphate solution (sp. gr. nearly 
1"4) was run into the cell until half full~ and 

Illllilllll)~ U 
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268 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on the Determination of  

then a cold-saturated solution of copper sulphate (sp. gr. 
somewhat below 1"2) was carefully floated on the top of the 
zinc-sulphate solution. In some experiments this disposition 
of the plates was reversed, the copper plates being lowest and 
the zinc plates highest ; in these cases saturated copper-sul- 
phate solution was first poured in, and then a lighter zinc- 
sulphate solution. To avoid the almost inevitable contamina- 
tion of the zinc-sulphate solution with faint traces of copper 
sulphate which occurs when the former is poured on to the 
latter, no matter how carefully done, it was found more satis- 
factory to fill the cellhalf full of the zinc-sulphate solution, and 
then slowly to introduce the copper sulphate at the base of the 
cell through a U-tube passing through the cork C, the end 
inside the cell being drawn out to a point and bent downwards, 
so that the copper-sulphate solution flowed in gradually and 
lifted up the zinc-sulphate solution without passing into it as 
a jet and so more or less impregnating it with copper. 

It is evident that, since A and B, E and F are respectively 
in the same horizontal planes, the resistance of the column of 
fluid between the plates, R, must be sensibly the same, whether 
the smaller pair of plates, B and F, or the larger pair, A and E, 
be employed to generate a current; either of which can at plea- 
sure be done by simply connecting the mercury-cups G H I K, 
attached to the appropriate plates, with the extremities of a 
known external resistance. By measuring the difference of 
potential E subsisting between the ends of this resistance the 
current passing, C, is known; hence if R be known, the 
E.M.F. of the cell, e, is known, being given by the equation 

e = E + C R .  
The value of R can be deduced, with a fair amount of pre- 

cision, from the results of two series of observations with 
varying currents, made, first, with the smaller, and, secondly, 
with the larger pair of plates, in the following way:--By divi- 
ding the actual current-strengths by 2"5 and 5"0 (the super- 
ficies in square centimetres of the plates respectively), two 
series of values of E for corresponding "current-densities" 
(rates of flow per square centimetre of plate surface) are ob- 
tained, by interpolation from which, for a given current-den- 
sity D, two values, E1 and E~, are deduced for the smaller and 
the larger pair of plates respectively. The E.M.F. with the 
smaller pair, el, is manifestly 

el = E1 + 2"5 DR, 

whilst that With the larger pair is 

e~=E~+ 5"0 DR. 
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Chemical Ay~nity in terms of Electromotive Force. 269 

It  is evident that, when the density of the current is the same, 
and the surfaces of the two copper and of the two zinc plates 
are respectively in the same conditions~ the effect on the 
E .~ .F .  caused by the passage of a current must be sensibly 
the same, inasniuch as the same amount of zinc is dissolVed 
and of sulphate of zinc formed, and the same quantity of cop- 
per is deposited and of copper sulphate decomposed, per square 
centimetre of plate surface ; so that ei must sensibly ----e:. 

Uence~ since 
Ei + 2"5 CR=B2 + 5"0 CR, 

it results that 
R =  Ei--E~ 

2"5D " 

By contrasting in this way the values of the E's obtained with 
various current-densities, a set of values for R are obtained, 
fairly concordant when the observations are carefully- made and 
the plates of such materials as to remain in the same condition of 
surfime throughout the experiment, or nearly so, so that on in- 
troducing a given external resistance into the circuit, sensibly 
the same values for the E's are uniformly obtained. With 
sulphate-of-zinc solution surrounding the zinc plates, and with 
amalgamated plates (copper as well as zinc), this permanence 
is more readily ensured than when dilute sulphuric acid is used 
(with amalgamated zinc plates), or when the copper plate is 
not amalgamated, but only freshly coated with electro-deposited 
metal. Indeed, to obtain a sufficient number of readings when 
dilute sulphuric acid is employed, it is preferable to discharge 
the cell after an hour's use and recharge it, amalgamating the 
plates afresh, and filling up with the same solutions as before 
to exactly the same levels (ensured by suitably marking the 
glass), so that the resistance of the cell may vary as little as 
possibl% the temperature being so adjusted as to be sensibly 
the same on the average throughout. Thus the following 
series of values was obtained as the average result of four sets 
of readings alternately with gradually increasing and gradually 
diminishing external resistances, with a cell containing nearly 
saturated copper-sulphate solution~ freshly electro-coated cop- 
per plates, amalgamabd zinc plates, and dilute sulphurie acid 
of 1"045 sp. gr.~ the plates being reamalgamated and reelectro- 
coated respectively for each successive series~all the observa- 
tions being reduced to the same standard as that adopted 
throughout this paper, viz. the average reading at 15"5 of a 
large number of Clark's cells taken as 1"457 volt*. 

* The exactness of this value depends not only on how far the average of 
these cells b identical with the average of those which served as the basis 
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270 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on the Determination o/ 

Smaller plates. 

Cl° 

"OO1788 
"000960 
"000509 
"0002112 
"0001075 
"0000543 
-OOOO273 
'00001057 
'00OO0533 
"00000215 
'00O00107 
"00OOOO52 

Dl° 

-0006952 
"0003840 
"0002036 
"00008448 
'00004300 
• 00002172 
"00001092 
"00000423 
'0OO00213 
.OOOO0086 
.O0OO0O48 
"00000021 

"869 
"960 

1-018 
1 "056 
1"075 
1"085 
1 "092 
1"097 
1"100 
1'103 
1"103 
1"103 

C2° 

"00385 
"00185 
"00099~ 
'OO05195 
"0002136 
"0001085 
"0000546 
"0000262 
"0000108 
'00000535 
"00000215 
"0OOO0105 

Larger plates. 

D2° 

"000770 
"OOO37O8 
'0001998 
'0001039 
.00004262 
'00002170 
.OO001092 
"00000524 
'00000216 
.00000107 
.00000043 
"00000021 

"U2. 

.77o 
'927 
"999 

1 "039 
1 "068 
1 "085 
1 '092 
1 "097 
1"100 
1'103 
1"103 
1"103 

104. From these figures the following values for R are de- 
duced- the  first four determinations only of each series being 
employed, on account of the smallness of the differences be- 
tween E1 and E~ in the other eases:-- 

of Clark's valuation (Proc. Roy. Soe. xx. p. 444)~ but also on the exactness 
with which the B.A. unit  of resistance is determined. If  this latter be too 
small--as appears probable from the experiments of Joule~ and of the 
writer and Mr. Rem~ie (Phil. Ma~. March 1881, p. 169), from the results 
of Rowland, and from the recent experiments of Lord Rayleigh and Prof. 
Schuster--the true value of an average Clark's cell is below ]'457 to 
the same proportionate extent: thus, if the B.A. unit be really 0"99 
earth-quadrant the E.M.F. of an average Clark's cell is only 0'99× 1'457 , 
× 108=1.442 × 108 C.G.S. units. In view~ however, of the fact that the 
t~estion of the amount and even of the direction of the error (if any) in 

e B.A. resistance unit  is not yet absolutely settled, it is assumed in this 
paper that there is no error at all. 

For analo_~ous reasons the value of J is assumed, as l~reviously, to be 
42x10 er~s, the evidence m support of its having a higher value still 
being not inconsiderable; although the probability is that~ if the B.A. 

• earth-quadrant • s resistance umt be only 0"99 ~ ~ J is close to 41 5 × 10. The 

value of X (the electrochemical constant defined in § 7) deduced in § 9 as 
the most probable, viz. "000105, is also adhered to, notwithstanding that 
Mascart's recent experiments (Comptes t~endus, xciii, p. 50) tend to indi- 
cate that this value is too large, "0001044 representing his final result : this 
value is 0"8 per cent. lower than "00010527, the mean value deduced from 
Kohlrausch's experiments. If  J be taken -- 41"5 × 10 ~, and X be assumed 
--.0001048 (mean of Mascart and Kohlrausch's results), the value of X J, 
the factor for reducing gram degrees to C.G.S.E.M.F.  units, becomes 
4.349, or 1"4 per cent• less than 4410, the value hitherto assumed, and still 
retained in this paper. 

Prof.S. P. Thompson applies the term Faraday " t"  
numerica] value X (Journ. Soc. Arts, xxx.".p. 84); shCo°~c~  tetr°mthe e 
generally accepted, the letter F might gracefully be used instead of X to 
indicate the factor, just  as J is used to indicate the Joule coefficient. 
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Chemical A~nlty in terms of Electromotive Force. "271 

D. 

'000770 
'0006953 
"0003841; 
"0003708 
'000203C 
"000199~ 
• 000103 c 
'000084~ 

El.  

Interpo- 
Observed. lated. 

'8'69 '847 

"960 
"965 

1.b'i8 
... 1.5'i9 

1 '050 
i-o~ ... 

E2. 

Observed. In t e rpo -  
lated. 

"77O 
... "7'99 

"921 
'927 

'9"~7 
• 999 ... 

1'039 
... 1"(~i7 

El  - E2. 

'077 
"070 
"039 
"038 
"021 
'020 
'011 
'009 

R = ~ .  

4'00 ohms. 
4"03 ,, 
4"05 ,, 
4"11 ,, 
4"12 ,, 
4"04 ,, 
4"24 ,, 
4'28 ,, 

Average . . . . . . . . . . . .  4"11 ohms. 

Taking 4"11 ohms as the average value of R, the following 
nmnbers are calculated from the above observations~ the values 
of E1 and E2 being obtained by interpolation:- 

Values from observations with Values from observations Average ! 
smaller plates, with larger plates. ~alue o f : ,  ,, 

E IV[ F zat~.] 
% = E  2 of cell." i 

E~. 5'0×DI~. ~5'0D]~. D. 

0 
.O0O0O: 
"0OO00' 
• 00000, ~ 
.00001 
'00002 
-00005 
'0001 
.0002 
.0004 
"0007 

 5×Dt  

1"103----~-..---- 1:103 
1.1o  . . .  1 . 1 o 3  
1"100 ... 1.100 
1"096 ... ~ 1"096 
1.092 '001 1 '093 
1"086 '002 1'088 
1"072 "005 1"077 i 
1"051 '010 1'061 
1"019 "021 1"040 

• 957 '041 '998 
'868 '072 "940 

l '103 
1"103 
1"100 
1"097 
1"092 
1-086 
1 "065 
1 '041 

"999 
"916 
"798 

5', )tk 

"001 
'002 
'004 
"010 
'021 
"041 
'082 
"144 

e~=E~ I 
+5'_0DR. I 

o! 
1"100 1'100 
1"098 1'097 !'006 
1'094 1"094 009 
1"090 1"089 J'014 
1"075 1"076 1"027 ! 
I '062 1'062 !'041 
1'040 1'040 '063 I 

• 998 '998 "105 ] 
942 .9 1 1162 / 

It  is evident that the values of el and e~ accord so closely 
that their average may fairly be taken as representing, with 
but little error, the E.M.F. of a cell containing copper and 
zinc plates in the condition of those experimented with in this 
instance*. 

105. In various other analogous experiments the eoneord~ 
ante was usually not quite so" close as in this exampl% a 
smaller number of readings (one or two sets only) being made; 

* I t  m i g h t  appear a t  first s igh t  t h a t  a th i rd  ~'aluation of the  E.I~I.F. of  
the  cell m i g h t  b ;  deduced as follows : - -S ince  e l = E I - I - 2 ' g D R  ~ and also 
e2 = ]~2 "1- 5'0 D R ,  it  resul ts  t h a t  e~ = e 2 = 2E 1 - E 2 ; b u t  it  is evident  t ha t  this  
va lue  is such  tha t  e 1 is  t h e  a r i thmet ica l  m e a n  be tween % and  2 E ~ -  E.,  
and  hence tha t  the  average of t h e  three  values  m u s t  be identical  w i th  e~, 
and therefore less exac t  t h a n  the  mean  of e~ and %. 
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272 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on the Determination of 

but the discrepancy was in no case so great as materially to 
influence the general character of the curve representing the 
variation in the value of the E.M.F. with varying currents, ob- 
tained on plotting the results by making the currents abscissm 
and the electromotive forces ordinates. The following table 
(p. 273) exhibits, side by side, the values obtained in various 
acses selected as specimens: in numerous other cases not quoted, 
the curves obtained were considerably similar to those indicated 
by the figures given in the table and represented in fig. 2. The 

~g'. 2. 
'250 

"20¢ 

"15( 

-g 

?lO( 

'05( 

0 
0 ]000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 

l~Iicroamp~rcs per square centiraetre. 

resistance of the cell, R, is stated in ohms, and the electromo- 
tive forces in volts; the "maximum E.M.F." indicates the 
average value of the highest E.M.F. observed throughout the 
various series of readings, this value being always observed 
when either no current at all circulated, or a current of less 
magnitude than about 8 mieroamp6ros* per square centimetre. 
The copper plates were uniformly surrounded by nearly satu- 
rated copper-sulphate solution (sp. gr. 1'175); the zinc plates 
were sometimes surrounded by nearly saturated zinc-sulphate 
solution (sp. gr. about 1"4), and were then lowest ; in other 
cases they were highest~ and were then surrounded either by 
zinc-sulphate solution of sp. gr. 1"10~ or by dilute sulphuric 
acid of sp. gr. 1'045. 

* In accordance with the nomenclature adopted by ~the recent Interna- 
tional Electrical Congress, the term ampere is used throughout this paper 
to indicate what in the former papers of this series was designated a wel~er, 
viz. 0"1 C.G.S. current-unit; so that a microamp~re- '0000001 C.G.S. 
current-unit = 10 -7 ampere. 
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Chemical Affnity in tea.ms of Electromotlve Force. 273 
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274 Dr. O. R. A. Wright on the Determination of 

It  is noticeable that whilst experiments Nos. I. and II. show 
that the curves obtained are by no means necessarily identical 
even when the conditions are sensibly the same (owing appa- 
rently to differences in the character of the copper deposited 
during the action of the cell), exDeriments ~Tos. I., III., and IV. 
indicate that but little difference in the curve is brought about 
by using commercial instead of pure zinc, or by altering the 
surface of the zinc by covering the bright metal with a film of' 
copper (although more or less marked depressions in the maxi- 
mum E.M.F. are occasioned thereby); on the other hand, 
experiments V. and VII., as compared with the others, indi- 
cate that amalgamating the copper renders the rate of fall in 
E.M.F. sensibly more rapid. But little difference, on the 
whole, is apparently occasioned in the curves by the use of 
zinc-sulphate solution (whether stronger or weaker than the 
copper-sulphate solution), as compared with dilute sulphurie 
acid; what difference is brought about is of this kind--that 
the sulphuric-acid cmwes slightly underlie the zinc-sulphate 
curves. 

In none of the expel~ments made was any measurable de- 
pression of the E.M.F. of the cell brought about when the 
current flowed at a rate not exceeding 8 microamp~res per 
square centim~tre; and in several cases this rate of flow might 
be doubled before any depression greater than "001 volt (0"1 
per cent.) was occasioned. As a rule~ when the current- 
density was from 30 to 50 microamp~res per square centimetre, 
a diminution in the E.M.F. of from 0'5 to 1 per cent. was 
brought about; whilst diminutions of 10 per cent. and upwards 
were occasioned when the current-density exceeded 3000. 
Supposing the same values to hold for ordinary Daniell cells 
(which is probably not quite the case, as the zinc and copper 
plates are usually unequal in size), it results that, with cells of 
ordinary dimensions (e. g. holding a litre and exposing a sur- 
face of 500 square centimetres), no appreciable diminution in 
the E.M.F. would be brought about when the current does 
not exceed 500 x 8=4000 microamp~res ('004 ampere) ; 
whilst diminutions of several tenths per cent. would be occa- 
sioned with currents of fivefold magnitude ('02 ampkre), 
and diminutions of 10 per cent. and upwards when the cur- 
rent exceeds 500 x 3000= 1,500,000 microamp~res (1'5 am- 

pare).  
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E~Teriments made to determine tl~e maximum Electromotive 
Forces of variousll/ arranged Daniell Cells containing Zinc- 
sulpllate solution around the zinc~ and tl~e maxSl~u~n pro- 
portion of the Fall in tlte E.]I.F. of tlte Cell with graduaIlj 
increasing currents~ tl~at could be due to accumulation round 
the plates of fluids of dijff'erent densities tltrough tlte migra- 
tions of the ions. 
106. A long series of experiments was next made with the 

object of determining how tkr the very considerable diminu- 
tion in the E.M.F. of a Daniell cell~ above shown to exist 
when moderately strong currents are generated~ can be ac- 
counted for by the strengthening of the solution of zinc sur- 
rounding the plat% and ~he weakening of the copper-sulphate 
solution round the copper plat% which necessarily take place 
in consequence of the migration of the ions accompanying the 
passage ot~ the current. Inasmuch as the use of dilute sul- 
phuric acid introduces complications~ these observations were 
made in the first instance with zinc-sulphate solutions only 
round the zinc plates ; l a i r  on (§ 111)~ similar experiments 
with cells containing sulphurie acid are described. 

It results fl'om the experiments of Moser (.Annalen der P@sit., 
iii. p. 216) and H. F. Weber (Phil. 5fag. [5] viii. pp. 487 & 
523), that when a stronger solution of zinc (or copper) sul- 
phate diffuses into a weaker one of the same salt~ plates of 
zinc (or copper) placed in the two solutions acquire different 
potentials, that in the stronger solution being at the higher 
potential: the potential difference reckoned per a [constant 
difference in specific gravity of solution (e. g. a difference of 
0"1) i~ not constant~ but depends on the actual values of the 
specific gravity~ being less the stronger the solutions. The 
maximum value obtained (in the case of zinc-sulphate solu- 
tions containing respectively 60 and 1 per cent. of crystallized 
salt) was only "036 Daniell, or about "040 volt; whence it 
would seem that if the effect produced by zinc-sulphate solu- 
tion in diffusing into copper-sulphate solution is of the same 
order of magnitude as that produced by diffusing into another 
zinc-sulphate solution of strength equivalent ¢o that of the 
copper-sulphate so]ution~ the effect on the E.M.F. of a D,~nietl 
cell~ due to migration of the ions~ cannot possibly materially 
exceed "04 volt; whilst~ whatever the magnitude of the effect, 
it must tend to diminish the E.M.F. of the cell~ since it par- 
tially equalizes the difference of potential between the zinc 
and copper plates set up by the chemical action alone. In 
order to find out the actual magnitude of the diminution due 
to this diffnsive action in various cases, a number of determi- 
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276 Dr. C. R. A. Wright  on the Determination of 

nations were first made of the E.M.F.  set up in various forms 
of Daniell cell when generating currents of magnitude not 
exceeding 8 microamp~res per square centimetre (and usually 
when generating no current at all),the zinc- and copper-sulphate 
solutions being in any given case of the same specie gravity*. 
The average values being thus fixed~ the observations were 
then repeated, using solutions not of the same specific gravity. 
I t  is particularly noteworthy in this connexion, that the E.M.F.  
of a Daniell cell was found to be sensibly independent of the 
strength of the solutions when both are of the same specific gra- 
vity--i, e. the deviations observed from equality were less than 
the experimental errors. 

The cells employed were constructed of two small beakers 
- - o n e  containing zinc-sulphate solution and plates of zinc 
(scraped bright, covered with electro-deposited metal, or 
amalgamated with pure mercury)~ and the ther copper-sul- 
phate solution and similar copper plates. The two beakers 
were connected, in the way described by Raoult (Ann. de Chim. 
et de 1Phys. 4th series, it. p. 317, and iv. p. 392), by means of 
an inverted Y-tube, the ends of which, dipping into the two 
beakers respectively, were covered over with thin bladder, the 
tube being filled with the zinc-sulphate solution. Each one 
of the zinc and copper plates used was soldered to a platinmn 

* Although two solutions of zinc and copper sulphate, respectively of 
the same specific gravity, are not absolutely chemically equivalent to one 
another (i. e. do not contain precisely equivalent percentages of the two 
salts), yet the difference in specific gravity between any two solutions of 
equivalent strengths is so small that, for all practical purposes, it may be 
assumed that when the specific gravity is the same the solutions are of 
equivalent strengths. Direct determinations of the specific gravities of 
various solutions of equivalent strengths (made by dissolving &nown 
weights of the air-drypttre salts to known weights of aqueous solutions)~ 
gave the following results :-- 

Percentage of Specific gravity Equivalent percentage Specific gravib 
CuS04, 5H 2 0. at 18 °. of ZnS04, 7]~20. at 18 °. 

. 

1 
3"75 
7"5 

15 
22"5 
80 

1"006 
1 "023 
1 "047 
1 '098 
1"156 
1"214 

1"15 
4"3 
8"6 

17"2 
25"9 
84"5 

1"007 
1"026 
1 '053 
1'107 
1"163 
1 "223 

The 30-per-cent. solution of copper sulphate was slightly supersaturated, 
and deposited crystals on standing in a closed vessel; saturated zinc- 
sulphate solution has a specific gravity upwards of 1"4. It  is noteworthy 
that these figures indicate that when given bulks of water and of either 
zinc-'or copper-sulphate solution are mixed, an increase in bulk occurs, thus 
agreeing with J. Thomsen's result that dilution of a solution of either salt 
is accompanied by heat-absorption (§ 113). 
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Chemical A~nitff in terms of Electromotive _Force. 277 

wire fused into a piece of glass tubing, forming a mercury- 
cup; the soldering and the whole length of the platinum wire 
being thickly covered with gutta percha, so that only zinc (or 
copper) was exposed to the fluid. The plates were then con- 
nected with a series of mercury-cups in such ~ way that. by 
simply moving a double switc]~ connected at one end with'tvx;o 
mercury-cups in connexion with the electrometer-quadrants, 
and dipping at the other end into two of the series of cups, 
any required pair of zinc and copper plates could be brought 
into connexion with the electrometer. Fig. 3 shows the 
arrangement used for two pairs of plates, and fig. 4 that for 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

three pairs. In the former the two zinc plates, z 1 and z~, are 
connected with mercury-cups ~os. 1 and 3 (~o. 1 being also 
connected with No. 5), whilst the two copper plates~ cl and c~, 
are connected with cups Nos. 2 and 4 respectively. Cups 
~os. 6 and 7 are connected with a standard cell (the error of 
which, in reference to the average taken as 1"457 volt, is 
known). By means of a double switch any pair of the series 
of cups 1 to 7 can be connected with caps 8 and 9, which 
are connected with the electrometer through the usual rever- 
sing-gear; so that when ~os. 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4~ and 
4 and 5 are thus connected, the electromotive forces due to 
the combinations zlcl, clz~ z~c~, c~zl are respectively read off'; 
whilst when 6 and 7 are connected (as represented in the 
figure) the electrometer-scale is standardized. In actually 
taking readings a double set was always employed, the switch 
being successively used to connect the four combinations and 
the standard with the electrometer, and then to connect them 

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 13. ~o. 81. April 1882. Z 
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278 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on ttte Determination of  

again in reversed order; so that, by faking the averages of the 
two sets, any error due to running down of the electrometer 
during the readings might 'be eliminated (in practice the run- 
ning down during the period was insensibl% the variation 
being usually at most only 2 or 3 per cent. during the whole 
day, and often much less). When three pairs of plates were 
used~ the three zincs were connected respectively with cups 
1, 3, and 5;  whilst cup No. 2 was connected with No. 4~ 
and als% by means of a movable wir% with either of three 
other cups~ •os. 10~ 11~ and 12, with which respectively the 
three copper plates were connected : so that when No. 2 was 
connected with 10~ as represented in the figur% the com- 
binations clzl, clz2, and clz3 could be read off by connecting 
the double switch with 1 and 2, 2 and 3 (or 3 and 4)~ and 4: 
and 5 successively; and similarly for the other combinations. 

107. The ultimate results of upwards of a hundred series of 
valuations of the electromotive forces of various combinations., 
mostly lasting over four hours~ were as follows:-- 

(1) With the stronger solutions used (specific gravities 1"100 
to 1"175) the E.M.F. set up after the first few minutes remained 
sensibly constant for several hours (the temperature being 
constant), never differing from the final average of the four 
average sets of readings made in each of the first four hours 
by amounts outside the limits of observational error. For 
instanc% the following values were obtained in one experi- 
ment, in which the temperature throughout was close to 18 °, 
the specific gravity of the solutions being 1"175 : --  

Combination. 

Amalgamated zinc-- 
electro-copper ... j 

3right zinc--electro- 
copper ............ j 

Amalgamated zinc-- [ 
bright copper ... J 

Bright zinc---bright 
copper ............ ) ,  

Average E.M.F. determined during the 

1st hour. 2ndhour. 3rd hour. 4th hour. 

1"112 

1"110 

1"119 

1'117 

1'113 1 " 1 1 4  1'114 

1"109 1'112 1"110 

1"122 1'122 1'120 

1'115 1'118 1"118 

Final 
~verage. 

1'1132 

1"1102 

1"1207 

1'1170 

Very similar results were obtained in all the other cases. 
After twenty-four hours the E.M.F. usually diminished to a 
greater or less extent. These changes are referred to later on 
(§ 108), being probably due to oxidation of the metals by dis- 
solved air. 

(2) With weaker solutions (sp. gr. 1"0065 to 1"050) the 
E.]~.F developed during the first half hour or so was usually 
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Chemical A~nity in terms of Electromotive _Force. 279 

slightly lower than the value attained subsequent ly;  ~¢hich 
value remained sensibly constant  for several hours, and then 
fell to a greater  or lesser extent, as with the s t ronger  solutions. 
Accordingly,  in such cases the lower readings dur ing the first 
half  hour  or so ~ ere not  taken into account  in the final ave- 
rage. For  a n y g i v e n  combination of t)lates, the final, average. 
thus obtained with weaker solutions was sensibly ldentmal 
with that obtained with the s tronger solutions*. 

(3)  The combinations that  gave the most  constant  results 
on repetition of  the experiments were those containing amal- 
gamated zinc and either electro-copper or amalgamated cop- 
per;  next to which were those with electro-deposited zinc and 
these same kinds of copper plates. Combinations containing 
either br ight  zinc or br ight  copper (i. e. rods of  fused metal 
or sheets of  rolled metal filed, scraped, or  sand-papered to 
perfect  brightness) exhibited a considerably wider range of  
variation. By  comparing various bright  copper plates with 
one and the same amalgamated zinc plate, or various br ight  
zinc plates with one and the same electro-copper plat% it was 
found that  differe'nees, amount ing  nearly to 0"010 volt in the 

* The conclusion that the E.1K.F. developed by a given pair of plates 
immersed, the one in zinc-sulphate, the other in copper-sulphate solution, 
is sensibly independent of the strength of the solutions when both are of 
the same density (or, at least, that the variation in E.1K.F. caused by 
variation in strength of the solutions is not outside the limits of experi- 
mental error), is thrther corroborated by the results of still more direct 
experiments on the matter. Three cells were arranged, containing soh- 
tlons respectively of the specific ~avities 1"010, 1"090, and 1"175, each 
containing a recently electro-coppered plate and a freshly amalgamated 
zinc plate. A number of readings were taken of the potential-differences 
subsisting between the plates in each case; and then the plates were ex- 
changed-the pair from the first cell being placed in the second, that origi- 
nally~in the second being transferred to the third, and so on. After a new 
set of readings had been taken, the plates were again exchanged and a 
third set of readings taken ; so that sach pair of plates was read in each 
cell. The following figures were finally obtained, all readings taken 
during the first half hours after immersion of the plates being rejected : - -  

t 
Specific gravity 1"010. Specific gravity 1"090. Specific gravity 1"175. 

l~t p,~ir oe pla~ 1"11~712.-d p--air of---p)ia-te'-s 1--n2---~(a.d pai----Tof p--iat-e-s-1-11--25 
2rid . . . .  1'11o0 3rd ,, -,, 1'11151 1st . . . .  1'1118 
3rd ,, ,, 1"1140 1st ,, ,, 1'1135 2rid ,, ,, 1"1133 

Mean ...... 1'1132 Mean . ..... 1"1124] ])~ean ...... 1"1125 

in each case the value found as the mean for the three pairs of plates 
differs from the general average 1"1127 by an amount so small as hardly, 
if at all, tb be outside the limits of experimental el~or. 

Z 2  
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280 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on tlte 29etermination of 

most 'extreme instances, were observable in each case with 
different bright plates as compared with one another. On the 
other hand, on comparing various electro-copper or amalga- 
mated copper plates with one and the same zinc plate, or 
various amalgamated zinc plates with one and the same copper 
plate, the extreme ranges of fluctuation were found to be not 
more than half those observed with bright plates, and usually 
did not exceed + "001 as compared with the average. 

(4) As the ultimate average result of all the determinations 
made, it was found that an amalgamated zinc plate gave, when 
opposed to a given copper plate, an E.M.F. lower by "002 volt 
than a bright zinc plate, and lower by "001 volt than an 
electro-zinc plate. The actual differences in various expert- 
ments ranged in the former case between + "006 and --'004, 
the bright zinc plate sometimes giving a higher value, and 
sometimes a lower value, than the amalgamated plate--more 
frequently the former. (In the example quoted above, the 
bright zinc plate gave a value lower by "0030 when opposed 
to an electro-copper plate, and by "0037 when opposed to a 
bright copper plate.) With electro-zinc as compared with 
amalgamated zin% the difference ranged between +'004 and 
--"003, the electro-zinc sometimes giving a higher and some- 
times a lower value than the amalgamated zinc, more usually 
the former. 

(5) Similarly, the effect of substituting a bright copper plate 
for an electro one in any given combination was uniibrmly to 
cause an increase in the E.M.F. by an amount varying between 
• 001 and '010 volt~ and averaging~ on the whole~ "006. (In the 
example quoted abov% bright copper gives a higher value 
than electro-copper by "0075 when opposed to amalgamated 
zinc~ and by "0068 when opposed to bright zinc.) The effect~ 
of amalgamating a copper plate was found to b% on the whole~ 
to give an E.M.F. lower by "001 than that given under the 
same conditions by a freshly electro-coppered plate, the actual 
difference ranging between +'002 and --'003, the amalga- 
mated plate sometimes giving a higher value and sometimes a 
lower one than the electro-plate, more fi'equently the latter. 
It is worthy of notice that no sensible difference was obser- 
vable whether the plate amalgamated were previously of bright 
rolled metal or of electro-metal ; so that~ on the whole, the 
effect of amalgamating a bright rolled plate was to depress 
the E.M.F. by "006 + "001 ='007. 

(6) The average results of all the experiments made are 
contained in the following tabular statement: increase in 
E.M.F. is indicatedby the + sign~ and diminution by the -- 
sign : - -  
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Variat ion in the E . ~ . F .  due to the use of  z i n c -  
and copper-sulphate solutions of different / 
s trengths between the limits of sp. gr .  1 '0065 j~Less  than 
and 1"175, both solutions being of the same + ' 0 0 1 .  
specific g rav i ty  in any  given case 

Uiaxi- Mini-Range. Ave- 
mum. mum. rage. 

Effeo~ of substituting for fresh electro-copper :-- r 
Bright rolled copper sheet .................... I-'010 +'001 "009 I +'006 
Amalgamated wet with le mereurCOpper~ (surface J b'002 --'003 -'001 fluid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . ,  

Et~ect of substituting for fresh electro-zinc :-- ~005:I 
Bright cast zinc .................................... t-'005 1-'001 
Amalgamated zinc (surface wet with fluid 

mercury) ....................................... ) 1-'003 -'001 

Electromotive force of combinations : -  
Amalgamated zinc--Amalgamated copper ... 1'115 1.1i0 1"113 

,, ,, Electro-copper ......... 1"116 1.111 1'114 
,, ,, Bright copper ......... 1"124 1"115 1'120 

:Electro-zinc--Amalgamated copper ......... 1"1161 1.1101 -1 '~I4  
. . . .  Electro-copper .................. 1'1181 1"111 I 1'115 

Bright copper .................. 1'124_ 1"114 1'121 

- - -  Bright zinc--Amalgamated copper ......... 1'1191 1'109 [ 
. . . .  Electro-copper .................. 1'121 1.110 [ 1'1].6 
,, ,, Bright copper ..................... 1'126 1"112 1"122 

108. The above figures are, as already stated, derived f rom 
the observations made dur ing  the first four hours after  set t ing 
up the cells, tile values regis tered dur ing the first half  hour or 
so with weaker  solutions be ing rejected on account  of  their  fre- 
qnent iy  being lower ~han the sensibly constant  values attained to 
subsequently.  W h e n  the eells were allowed to stand for twen ty-  
four hours, or for longer  periods, a grea ter  or less fall in the 
E .3 I .F .  was usually noticed: by  taking out any  pair  of  the plates 
(e. g. the amalgamated  zinc and the electro-copper plates) and 
replacing them by  a freshly prepared similar pair,  it was found 
tha t  the value rose again  to sensibly the same iTalue as on the 
previous day when only set up a few hours; so that  by  tak ing  
out  first one and then the other of the pair  of plates, determi-  
nations could be made of the amount  of the total fall a t t r ibu-  
table to alterations of  either plate separately.  The actual 
values thus obtained fluctuated considerably. As a general  
rule, it was found that  br igh t  copper plates gave the same 
value after twenty- four  hours '  immersion as they did at  first ; 
bu t  occasionally the value was lowered by  "002 to "004. 
Elec t ro-copper  plates usual ly gave  values less by  '002 or "003 
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282 Dr. O. R. A. Wright on the Determination of 

after twenty-four hours than at first ; and in some instances~ 
when the pink electro-metal was sensibly browned or disco- 
loured by oxidation~ either all over o1" here and there in spots~ 
the diminution was even greater, sometimes as much as "010. 
Amalgamated copper plates, if the surface were still white and 
brilliant after twenty-four hours, gave the same value as at 
first; but if the mercury had sunk into the copper~ and brown 
spots of oxidized metal were here and there visible, the E.M.F. 
was a few thousandths of a volt lower than at first. With the 
zinc plates greater diminutions were, as a rul% observed. In 
some cases amalgamated plates showed little or no diminution 
after twenty-four hours; l~ut generally a diminution of "002 to 
'005 was observed; whilst with bright and electro-zinc plates 
diminutions of from '001 to "015 were noticed. On the whole, 
after twenty-four hours the E.M.F. was sometimes unchanged, 
and sometimes less by "020. After forty-eight hours the fall 
was more perceptible still, the few combinations that had not 
appreciably altered during, twenty-four hours always showinz 
a decided falI after a longer period ~. It  is noticeable in this con'2 
nex;on, that ce!ls after Daniell's construction, but containing 
other metals than copper, did not always give the same results 
as normal Daniell cells. Thus, for instance, whilst cells con- 
raining cadmium sulphate and cadmium plates behaved like 
copper Daniells, in that the E.M.F. was sensibly steady for 
some hours after first setting up~ and only exhibited a mea- 
surable fall after several hours had elapsed~ and not always 
then~ analogous cells containing silver sulphate and silver 
plates invariably showed a perceptible fall in less than an hour 
after first setting up, the diminution becoming progressively 
greater as a longer time elapsed. That this diminution was 
due to a change (presumably oxidation by dissolved air) 
induced on the surface of the zinc plate was rendered evident 
by the fact that~ on taking out from such a zinc-silver cell the 
zinc plate after the lapse of an hour or more~ and opposing it 
to electro-copper in an ordinary zinc-copper Daniell~ an E.M.F. 
was indicated considerably less than the value given by a fresh 
zinc plat% and usually just about as much less as represented 
the fall in E.~LF. observed with the zinc-silver cell at the end 
of the period during which it was observed~ as compared with 
the E.M.F. at the beginning of that period~ when it was newly 
se~ up. 

109. It  is further to be noticed, that all the above-mentioned 
figures were ,obtained with cells the nature of the construction 
of which was such that diffusion of copper-sulphate into the 
zinc-sulphate solution, and consequent deposition of copper on 
the surface of the zinc, did not take place at all during the 
whole time that the observations lasted. With ordinary 
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Chemical A~nity in terms of Electromotive Force. 283 

gravity-cells it is almost impracticable to prevent traces of 
copper reaching the zinc after some twenty-four hours nt 
latest : the effect of the deposition of even the i~aintest traces of 
copper on the zinc surface is to cause a considerable fraction 
of the energy due to the solution of the zinc to become non- 
adjuvant, and thus materially to diminish the E.M.F. Thus, 
for instance, the following figures were obtained with one cell, 
and similar ones in numerous other cases :--  

E.M.F. of gravity-cell newly set up: zinc plate "( 
wholly free from copper . . . . . . .  j 1"103 

After 8 hours: faint tarnish visible on the zinc 1'095 
, 24 hours: slight film of copper on the zinc 1"070 
, 48 hours: thick film of copper on the zinc 1'045 

In much the same way, the presence of even small quantities 
of impurities in the zinc causes an appreciable diminution in 
the E.M.F. In all the above-described observations, some of 
the purest zinc that could be bought was employed, being 
fashioned into plates and rods by melting in a porcelain 
crucible, pouring out on a fire-clay tile, and cutting into slips 
with a chisel, &c. When commercial sheet or cast zinc was 
used, or when pure zinc was amalgamated with imperfectly 
purified mercury, the E .~ .F .  developed when such zinc was 
opposed to a given copper plate was often very materially less 
than the value obtained with pure zinc, or pure zinc and 
pure mercury. Thus, whilst values varying between 1"111 
and 1"116 were obtained with pure amalgamated zinc opposed 
to fresh electro-copper as above deseribed~ values varying 
from 1"080 to 1"109 were obtained with commercial zinc 
amalgamated with pure mercur~ 5 and with pure zinc amal- 
gamated with impure mercury, similarly opposed. 

It is abundantly evident from the above-described results 
(not to speak of those detailed later on), that "the E.M.F. 
of a Daniell cell" is a unit of comparison subject to decidedly 
wide limits of fluctuation ; but that it is possible to reproduce 
a standard cell of the kind within a maximmn limit of 
variation of about + 0"25 per. cent., by using Raoult's form of 
construction together with a recently electro-coppered or 
amalgamated copper plate, and a pure zinc plate mnalga- 
mated with pure mercury, the zinc- and copper-sulphate 
solutions used being both of the same specific gravity, the 
precise value of the specific gravity being immaterial. Even 
when made, however~ such a standard cell cannot be relied 
on for more than a few hours. It  will be shown in a 
subsequent paper that whilst Latimer Clark's mercurous- 
sulphate cell is subject to an even wider range of fluctuation 
in E.M.F. than the best forms of Daniell cell~ its permanence 
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284 Dr. C. R. A. Wright  on the ~ete~'mination of 

is very far superior, a well-constructed cell giving absolutely 
the sa-me value (when used in conjunction with a quadrant 
electrometer only) for months and months together. 

110. The above described experiments having given results 
indicating the average values of the electromotive forces 
developed with different characters of plates when the specific 
gravities of the solutions surrounding the plates are the same, 
further series of observation~ were made with cells in which the 
zinc- and copper-sulphate solutions were not of the same 

e " - -  " " " sp el fie gravity, the mode of operating being otherwise the 
same as before_ As predicable from Moser's figures, and as 
previously observed by H. F. Weber, it was found that when 
the copper-sulphate solution was the more dense of the two, 
the E.-M.F. was higher than with solutions of equal density, 
and vice versa when the zinc-sulphate solution was the stronger. 
The average results of various observations, mostly lasting 
over four hours as before, are contained in the following table ; 
in every case the zinc plate employed was of pure metal and 
amalgamated with pure mercury. 
Effect of increasing the strength of the Zinc-sulphate solution 

relatively to that of the Copper-sulphate. 

I combination, of Specific gra- Average E.M.F. at~ 18 ° 

vity of solu- l~atio of differ- 
tions used. ]_~ature of Prl ly ence in E.M.F. 

copper I re1 ~r to difference in 
- plate. Ob- sol~ of Differ- specific gravity. 

Zinc I ~erved. e T ence. • . Copper 
~:te I sulphate" I cif " p • 

1"010 { Electro. 1"099 t "015 
Bright. 1"1071 "013 

I ' 0 1 4  • 014 . ~  ='105 
f Electro. 1'102 1'114 "012 1"175 ] 1"050 l Bright. 1'108 1"1'20 "012 

1'096 " '0m 
• 012 . ~  = "096 

:Electro. 1"114 "018 
'017 1'120 126o 1.o5o B ght. 1.1o3 

I .o175 
Electro. 1'077 [ 1'114 '037 

.1"395~1"395 ]~1.175 [ 1 Bright. 1.086 il 1'120 "034 "osss • 0355 ~ =  "092 
[ Electro. 1"0971 1"114 "017 

Bright. 1"1041 1"120 "016 

• 0165 .ol~ . -~ = '075 
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Chemical Ay~nity in terms of Electromotive Force. 285 

Effect of increasing the strength of the Copper-sulphate solu- 
tion relatively to that of the Zinc-sulphate. 

1'010 

1"010 

1'050 

1"090 

Electro. 1'129 
1'090 Bright. 1"135 

Electro. 1'132 
,1"175 Bright. 1'141 

Electro. 1"126 
~1"175 Bright. 1'133 

*1"175 { Electro. 1'123 
Bright. 1"128 

1"114 
1"120 

1'114 
1"120 

1'114 
1"120 

1'114 
1"120 

"015 
"015 

"015 
"018 
"021 

'0195 
'012 
'013 

]0125 
"009 
"008 

"0085" 

' 0 1 5  
.-~ =0'188 

. o 1 9 5  

.-Fgg = "118 

• o ~ 2 5  l eo  

" 0 0 8 5  . ^ 

, 0 ~ =  "I~KJ 

It  is evident from these figures that the accumulation 
round the zinc plate of zinc sulphate, and the exhaustion of 
the copper sulphate in the solution round the copper plate, 
even if carried out to the utmost possible extent, could not 
diminish the E.M.F. of a Daniell cell by more than "03 to "0~: 
volt; whilst it is hardly probabl% even with tolerably rapid 
currents, that the accumulation would suffice to diminish 
the E.M.F. by more than half that amount--a  diminution 
almost negligible in comparison with the much larger amounts, 
0'1 volt and upwards, found above to be due to this cause of 
diminution and non-adjuvancy jointly. 

I t  is noticeable in passing that the above figures show that 
when two solutions of zinc and copper sulphates interdiffuse, 
the E.M.F. set up (like that produced by the interdiffusion of 
two zinc-sulphur% or of two copper-sulphaeesolutions, as studied 
by Moser)is of such a character that the stronger solution 
acquires the higher potential ; the actual value of the E.M.F.  
developed also is less for a given difference in specific gravity the 
stronger ttte solutions, and~ so far as the two sets of results can 
be compared~ agrees fairly with the values deducible from 
Moser's experiments--indicating ~ha~ the difference between 

zinc the E.M.F. set up when two different solutions of copper 
copper 

sulphate diffuse into a constant zinc ) sulphate solution is 

substantially the same as the E.1K.F. set up when these two 
zinc 

different copper j sulphate solutions diffuse into each other. 

* Solution almost saturated at ordinary temperatures. 
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286 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on the 1)etermination of 

Moreover the effect of a given alteration in the strength of 
the zinc-sulphate solution (every thing else remaining the 
same) is sensibly equal in amount, but opposite in sign~ to 
that of a similar alteration in the strength of the copper- 
sulphate solution; it is evident that only when this is the case 
can the E.M.F. of the cell be the same whether the solutions 
be strong or weak. I t  will be shown in a future paper that 
this property, though not absolutely peculiar to the normal 
Daniell cell~ is still rather the exception than the rule with 
analogous voltaic combinations. 

Exioeriments with Daniell Cells containing dilute Sulphuric 
Acid. 

111. In all the above described experiments, the solution 
surrounding the zinc plate was one of pure zinc sulphate. 
Various previous experimenters~ notably It. F. Weber, have 
found higher values for the electromotive forces of Daniell 
cells containing dilute sulphuric acid than for those containing 
zinc-sulphate solution (vide § 113): &priori a higher value 
might be anticipated~ because a notable amount of heat is 
evolved on further diluting even weak sulphurie acid; so that 
the total energy gained in the cell is not merely that due to 
the displacement of copper from copper sulphate by zinc~ but 
also that gained in the dilution of the sulphuric acid through 
the diffusion which necessarily goes on. On trying expel~i- 
ments of the same kind as those just described with cells con- 
taining dilute sulphuric acid of various strengths (the zinc 
being ama]gamated)~ it was found that not only was there a 
considerable want of permanence in the E.M.F. set np~ the 
values perceptibly decreasing after a period of time (varying 
in different cases from half an hour to several hours)had 
elapsed since setting up the cells~ but~ further, that two cells~ 
apparently set up in identically the same way~ exhibited much 
greater differences in their readings during "the period before 
the E.M.F. began to diminish, than were observed in the zinc- 
sulphate cells examined as above described. On the whole, 
however~ the average values obtained distinctly pointed to the 
conclusion that, when the acid and copper-sulphate solutions 
are of the same specific gravity~ the E.M.F. rises with 
strength of the solution ; and that when they are not of the 
same specific gravity (the acid not being stronger than spe- 
cific gravity 1"18)~ the E.M.F. is sensibly that due to a c-ell 
containing liquids both of specific gravity equal to that of 
the acid in the cell examined~ corrected by the addition (or 
subtraction) of a quantity representing the difference in spe- 
cific gravity of the solutions multiplied by the numerical value 
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Chemical Aj]~nity in terms of Electromotive Force. 287 

deduced from the zinc-sulphate cell experiments, representing 
the difference in E.M.F. produced by a variation in the specific 
gravity of the copper-sulphate solutions equal to that between 
the acid and copper sulphate in the cell examined: i. e, if, for 
example, the E.I~LF. of a cell containing both liquids of sp. 
gr. 1"100 be E, that of a copper-cell containing acid of sp. gr. 
1"100 and copper-sulphato solution of sp. gr. 1"010 will be 
E--(I'100--1'010). . x.a, where a is the factor expressing the 
diminution per umt difference of specific gravity in the E.M.F. 
between the limits of sp. gr. 1"010 and 1"100 for copper- 
sulphate solution. Similarly, that of a cell containing acid of 
sp. gr. 1"100 and copper-sulphate solution of sp. gr. 1"175 
would be E + (1"175--1"100)/~, where/9 is the corresponding 
factor for a difference in specific gravity between the limits 
1"100 and 1"175. 

Thus, for instance, the following values were obtained with 
a cell containing fluids both of sp. gr. 1"175, the temperature 
being close to 18 ° throughout. 

__:Petted ~since setting__ up. lstDuringhour. !%d hour~ .3rd hour. !4th hour . Average. 

Electro-copperplate ...... I 1"161 I 1"162 I 1'163 I 1"160 I 1'1615 
Bright . . . .  . ~ . . . ! ~  ~ 8  ~1~11~8 ~ ~ 

In most cases, however, a distinct fall of upwards of "005 volt 
occurred in less than four hours. 

A number of similar series of observations (upwards of 
thirty) with various other cells, in which the fluids were 
always of equal specific gravity, gave the following results, 
the observations being only continued as long as the E.M.F. 
remained sensibly cons~ant--i, e. for a period of time varying 
from thirty minutes to four hours, and averaging about two 
hours. In all these experiments electro-copper and amalga- 
mated )ure zinc plates were employed. 

Specific gravity 
of fluids. 

1'010 
t "050 
1.090 
1"175 

:Electromotive force set up, in volts. 

Maximum. 
1"143 
1"150 
1"155 
1"179 

Minimum. 
1'121 
1"128 
1"137 
1"161 

A~erage. 
1"129 
1"139 
1"148 
1"169 

Evidently, even with the weakest acid, the E.M.F. is sen- 
sibly above that developed with zinc-sulphate cellsqviz. 1"114; 
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288 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on tile Determination of 

whilst with stronger solutions the difference is yet more 
marked. 

112. A number of analogous observations were made with 
cells containing dilute sulphuric-acid and copper-sulphate 
solutions, not both of the same specific gravity: the average 
results were as follows:-- 

Specific gravity of 
solutions. 

7 

Copper 
Acid. sulphate. 

1"010 1'050 
1"010 1"090 
1'010 1"175 

r 

1"050 1"175 

1'175 1"050 
1"175 1"090 

Approximate 
Excess ofspe- correction for 
~ific gravity of Bxcess of spe- 
copper sul- cific gravity 
phate over 

acid solution, of copper 
sulphate. 

+'040 --0"008 
+'080 --0'015 
+'165 -0"019 

+'125 t --0'012 

--'125 +0'012 
--'085 +0'OO8 

Observed E.M.F. 
Average corrected for 
E.M.F. excess of specific 

observed, gravity of cop- 
per sulphate. 

1'147 1"139 
1"135 1"120 
1"137 1"118 

Average . . . . . . .  1"126 

1'148 1'136 

1"168 1"180 
1'164 1"170 

Average . . . . . . .  1'175 

The final averages representing the E.M.F. corrected to 
the uniform specific gravities 1"010, 1"050, and 1"175 respec- 
tively, do not differ from the values directly obtained as just 
described for these specific gravities by amounts outside the 
limits of experimental error in this class of the various expe- 
riments made. 

A peculiar result was obtained with cells containing sul- 
phuric acid of sp. gr. 1"265, and nearly saturated copper- 
sulphate solution of sp. gr. 1"175. The E.M.F. was consider- 
ably depreciated, the average value in four sets of experi- 
ments with electro-copper and amalgamated pure zinc plates 
being only 1"084: (maximum 1"095, minimum 1"067). On 
standing a few hours, copper-sulphate crystals formed at the 
junction of the two fluids, showing a much less degree of solu- 
bility of the salt in the acid fluid ibrmed than in pure water. 

Retationsfiips between the maximum E.M.F. developed b3] a 
Daniell Cell and the Energy~ due to the net Chemical action 
taking place therein. 
113. The above-described results afford a ready explanation 

of the discrepancies between the valuations of the E.M,F. of 
a Daniell cell that have been made in absolute measure by 
various observers, amongst the more important of which may 
be cited those of Bosscha (Pogg. Ann. ci. p. 517, 1856), 
yon Waltenhofen (Pogg. Ann. cxxxiii, p. 478~ 1868), 
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Chemical A~nity in terms of.Electromotive Force. 289 

Kohlrausch (Pogg. Ann. cxli. p. 456, and Erganz. vi. p. 35)~ 
I-I. F. Weber (Phil. Mag. 1878, [5] v. p. 189), and J. Them- 
sen (Wied. Ann. xi. p. 246, 1880), all of which valuations 
lie between 1"088 and 1"132 volt when reduced to that unit 
(and, in the case of ]3osscha's results, corrected for an error of 
about 8 per cent. in the value of the coil used by him). To 
these may be further added the electrostatic valuations of 
Sir W. Thomson and Latimer Clark, both of which lie near to 
1"11 volt. Favre (Comptes Rendus, lxix. p. 35) and Raoult 
(Ann. C/~em. Phys. E4] it. p. 338, and iv. p. 392) obtained by 
methods involving calorimetric measurements nmnbers repre- 

• ~ . • ~ • • - -  

sentmg the gal~amc heat of a Damell cell, and equivalent 
to considerably smaller electromotive forces, their valuations 
(23993 and 23900 gramme-degreesrespectively)corresponding 
to 1"058 and 1"054 volt. In these instances, and in the case 
of the lower values obtained by other observers~ doubtless the 
"polarizations " produced by the passage of the tolerably 
powerful currents employed were considerable. The highest 
values were obtained with cells in which dilute sulphurie acid 
was used; thus, H. F. Weber found that a perceptibly higher 
value was obtained with such a cell than with one containing 
zinc-sulphate solution, viz. 1"1317 and 1"1286 (mean= 1"1301)~ 
as compared with 1"0954. Tha~ this should be the case is 
predicable from the nature of the heat-evolutions taking 
place when zinc is dissolved in acid of various strengths. Let 
an amount of heat, H1, be evolved when a gramme-equivalent 
of zinc oxide is dissolved in sulphuric acid of given strength~ 
SO4H2, m H20 ; and let H2 be the heat evolved on its solution 
in acid of a different strength SO4 H~, n I t  2 O, n being less 
than rn. Let the solution SO, Zn, nH~O, resulting in this 
latter case, evolve/tl of heat on the addition of (m--n) H~O~ 
so as to form the solution SO4 Zn, m 17120; and let the heat 
evolved on the addition of this quantity of water to SO,tt~ 
n I-I: O, so as to convert it into SO4 It2, m HsO, be/ts. Then~ 
if the zinc oxide were dissolved in the stronger acid, and 
the zinc sulphate diluted, the heat-evolution would be I-I s + hi ; 
whilst if the acid were diluted first, and the zinc oxide were 
then dissolved in it, the total heat evolved would be tt~ +/,:. 
Since of necessity the two amounts of heat~ I-[2 + ]~1 and 
I-I1 + /L~, must be equal, it results that H2----I-Ii~/h+/l ~. 
Now /t~ is a considerable positive quanfifiy in all cases; 
whilst Thomsen's results on the heat evolved on solution of 
salts in water (.Deut. chem. Ges.Berichte, 1873~ p. 710) indicate 
that when the solution is accompanied by heat-absorption 
(as is the case with zinc sulphate)~ a further heat-absorption 
takes place on diluting a stronger solution of the salt with 
water~ so that hi has a negative value. Hence, on both 
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290 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on the JDete~'mination of 

accounts, Ha is greater than H1 ; that is, the work gained in 
the synthesis ZnO, S03 ~v aq. increases as x diminishes. Since 
the net chemical action in a Daniell cell is equivalent to 
the result of the actions (Zn, O) + (ZnO, SO3 x aq . ) - (Cu,  O, 
SO3yaq.), it finally results that the chemical actlon taking 
place in the cell develops an amount of energy which in- 
creases, cceteris paribus, as x diminishes~ i. e. is greater the 
more concentrated the acid surrounding the zinc. 

On the other hand, when the zinc plate is surrounded by 
zinc-sulphate solution instead of sulphuric acid, the effect of 
variation in the strengths of the copper- and zinc-sulphate 
solutions will be comparatively but small when both are of 
the same degree of molecular concentration (which, as shown 
above, is very nearly the case when they are of the same 
density). If  SO4 Zn, nil20 evolves, as before, It1 on addi- 
tion of (m--n)It:O, and S04Cu~nI-I20 evolves ]~3 on a 
similar addition, and if H3 and tI  4 are respectively the heats 
evolved when zinc displaces copper from Cu S04, ntI20, and 
Cu S04~ mtI~O, it results that, if zinc displace copper from the 
stronger solution and the resulting SO4 Zn, ntt:O be diluted to 
Zn S04, mI-I20, the heat evolved will be It3 + hi ; whilst if the 
copper-sulphate solution be first diluted and then the zinc 
displaces the copper, the heat-evolution is H4 + It3. Since, of 
necessity, H3 + It1 =- H4 + £3, it follows that Ha = It4 + It3-- It1. 
!qow, since the solution of zinc and copper sulphates (crystal- 
lized) is in each case accompanied by heat-absorption, it results 
that It3 and hi are both negative, and hence that ]t3--] h is 
negligible if ]~3 is any thing like comparable with ]h in magni- 
tude; so that in this case the energy developed by the net che- 
mical action taking place in a Daniell cell must be practically 
independent of the degree of concentration of the solutions. 

114. The earlier calculations of J. Tl'omsen, referred to in 
§16, as to the heat evolved in the displacement of copper 
from copper sulphate by zinc, are for various reasons probably 
less accurate than the later results obtained by him (Journ. 
_prak. Chem. [2] xi. p. 412, and xii. p. 271) ; these different 
values may be thus contrasted, the values being gramme- 
degrees per gramme-molecule : -  
Values from experiments by An- 

drews, Dulong, Hess, Favre and Values from later experiments 
Silbermann~ and J. Thomsen. of J. Thomsen. 

Zn, O, S Q  aq. = 108460 106090 
Ca, O~ S03 aq. = 56216 55960 

Difference - -  52244 50130 
Corresponding in volts (per~ 
gramme-equivalent) to 1"152 j" . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1"105 
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Clte mlcal Ajfinity in terms of Electromotive Force. 291 

The earlier value is deduced from observations in which 
the heat of formation of copper oxide from the metal by  
combustion is involved, the copper being in a more or less 
compact state, filings &c.; the latter involves the determination 
of the heat-evolution during the precipitation of spongy copper 
from copper sulphate by iron. Le~v!ng out of sight other 
sources of difference between the t~ o values, this affords a 
reason why the former value should be the higher, since heat 
is evolved in the transformation of spongy into compact 
copper *. On the whole, it is evident that the net che- 
mical change taking place in a Daniell cell (i. e. the displace- 
ment  of copper from copper sulphate by zinc) corresponds to 
an E.M.F.  which is a little higher than 1"105 volt by an 
amount which is the greater the more compact the copper 
precipitated, and is approximately constant when the zinc 
plate is surrounded by zinc-sulphate solution of the same 
equivalent s~rength as the copper-sulphate solution surrounding 
the copper plate, but is influenced by the strength of the 
dilute sulphuric acid when the fluid surrounds the zinc plate. 
The amount of this influence can be approximately calculated 
fi'om Thomsen's determinations of the heat developed in the 
formation of the solutions of strengths indicated by It:SO~, 
nH~O where n varies (-De~t. cl~e~. Ges. Berichte, iii. p. 496). 
Thomson finds in gramme-degrees per gramme molecule : - -  

n grumme-degrees. 
9 . . . . . . . . .  14940 

19 . . . . . . . . .  16248 
49 . . . . . . . . .  16676 
99 . . . . . . . . .  16850 

~t gramme-degrees. 
199 . . . . . . . . .  17056 
399 . . . . . . . . .  17304 
799 . . . . . . . . .  17632 

1599 . . . . . . . . .  17848 

From which table the values for any intermediate values of 
n can be obtained by interpolation. In  the experiments 

* That this is so is shown by the circumstance thatif a current be sent 
through a decomposing-cell containing copper-sulphate solution and 
copper electrodes, of which the positive one is of compact rolled metal, a 
considerably higher difference of potential is set up~ under any given 
conditions and with a steady current, than is set up when the d- electrode 
is replaced by one covered with freshly electro-deposited metal. The more 
spongy texture of the latter corresponds to a greater heat-development 
durin~ s.olut!on than that taking place with thecompac t metal, and'hence 
to a diminution of the work that has to be done by the current in passing ; 
with not very powerful currents the diit~rence often exceeds '02 or "03 
volt, corresponding to 450 to 700 gramme-degrees per gramme equivalent. 
In a somewhat similar way, but using the mercurial calorimetcl5 Favre 
found (Comptes .t~en&~s~ lxxiiL p. 1258) that electro-copper gave out 
about t000 gramme-degrees more heat than rolled metal per gramme 
equivalent ; this wottld correspond to an E.M.F. of "044 volt. 
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leading to the valuation 50130 gramme-degrees for the heat 
developed during the precipitation of a gramme molecule of 

- -  - -  " ° E ¢  

copper by zinc, Thomsen used fluids containing alt%ether 800 
molecules of water to one of zinc sulphate, &e. Hence, were 
the acid used in the synthesis Zn, O, S03 aq., to be H~ SO~, 
17 H~O (corresponding nearly to the sp. gr. 1"175), instead 
of Ht~ SO4, 800 H20, the heat-development would be greater 
than 106090 by 17632--15986=1646 gramme-degrees per 
gramme molecule (15986 being the heat  of dilution of 
sulphuric acid when n=17 ,  deduced from the above table): 
this corresponds to 823 gramme-degrees per gramme equivalent 
-: '036 volt;  i.e. the E.M.F. corresponding to the heat- 
development during the displacement of copper from copper 
sulphate by zinc would be greater than 1"105 volt by "0367 
or would be 1'141 volt. To this amount should also be 
added the value of the E.M.F. equivalent to the heat-absorption 
during the dilution of Zn S04, 17 Ht~O to Zn S04, 800 I-I20. 
In a similar fashion it is calculable that to the value 1"105 
should be added the amounts "023, "019, and "008 volt when 
sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1'090, 1"050, and 1;010 respectively 
surrounds the zinc, giving the sums 1"1287 1'1247 and 1"113 
respectively. Hence, finally, the following tables of values 
resul t :~  

Zinc surrounded by Zinc-sulphate solution. 
Electromotive force corre- 
sponding to net chemical Electromotive force observed. 

action. 
Bright zinc opposed to bright ~ 1"122 

copper . . . . . .  ) 
Bright zinc opposed to electro- ~ 1"116 

cop.per . . . . . .  j 
r Bright zinc opposed to amal-'~ 1 115 

1"105+x, gamated copper . . . j" " 
where x is a small Amalgamated zinc opposed tO}l.120 
quantity varying with bright copper . . . .  S 
the physical condition Amalgamated zinc opposed to ~ 1"114 
of the copper depo- electro-copper . . . .  
sited. Amalgamated zinc opposed t e l  1"113 

amalgamated copper. . J 
Electro-zinc opposed to bright ~ 1 121 

copper . . . . . .  ) ' 
Electro-zinc opposed to elec- ~ 1 115 

fro-copper . . . . .  ) " 
Electro-zinc opposed to areal- ~ 

gamated copper . . . j1"114 
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Chemical Aj]inity {n terms of Electromotive Force. 293 

Zinc surrounded by dilute Sulphurie Acid. 
E.M.F. observed 

Calculated with electro-copper 
Strength of a c i d .  electromotive opposed to amalga- 

force, mated zinc. 
H~SO4, 358H~O---sp.gr.l'010 l ' 1 1 3 + x + y  1"129 
H~S04, 67tt~0= ,, 1"050 l ' 1 2 4 + x + y  1'139 
H2S04, 37H~0= , 1"090 l ' 128+x+y  1'148 
HpSQ, 17H:O= , 1"175 l ' 1 4 1 + x + y  1"169 
where y is a small quantity corresponding to 
the heat absorbed on dilution of the zinc sul- 
phate to ZnSQ, 800H~O. 

It is hence evident that in all cases the agreement between 
the E.M.F. actually developed and that due to the net che- 
mical and physical actions taking place is so close, that what 
differences exist lie within the limits of experimental error ; so 
that, finally, the conclusion may be drawn that, under favourable 
conditions, the E.M.F. of a Danie]l cell is that due to the net 
resultant of the various physical and chemical actions taking 
place, the whole of the energy being adjuvant, viz. that 
gained by the displacement from copper-sulphate solution of 
copper by zinc, together with that gained by the transfor- 
mation into ordinary electro-metal of the "nascent" copper 
first thrown down by the action ; whilst under other conditions 
the E.M.F. falls below this amount, even after making 
allowance for the effect of the migration of the ions in 
causing solutions of different specific gravities to accumulate 
round the plates, indicating non-adjuvancy of one or other 
or both of these component portions of the total energy gained. 

.Experiments macle with a view to find whet]~er the _Fall in 
.E.~L_F. on increasing the Current-&nsity is mainly depen- 
dent on cI~an.qes talcing place in connexion with the actions at 
the surface of the Zinc or at that of the Copper plate. 
115. In order to trace out somewhat more completely, it 

possible, how far that amount of fall in the E.M.F. of ~ 
Daniell cell taking place as the current generated increases, 
which is not due to the accumulation of solutions of zinc and 
copper of different densities round the plates~ can be attributed 
to actions taking place at one or the other plate respectively, 
the experiments described above (§103, 104) were repeated, 
with the difference that, instead of two sets of readings only 
being made (viz. when the two larger and the two smaller 
plates respectively were opposed), four sets were made--( l )  
when the two lal:ger plates were opposed~ (2) with the larger 
zinc and smaller copper, (3) with the two smaller plates, and 

Phi l  .]/ag, S. 5. Vol. 13. No. 81. April 1882. 2A 
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294 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on the _Determination of 

(4) with the smaller zinc and larger copper plates opposed. 
By interpolation from the directVobservational results, the 
differences of potential between the plates for any constant 
current-value were then calculated in each of the four cases. 
By comparing the values thus obtained in cases (1) and (2) 
and in (4) and (3), two sets of differences were obtained, 
indicating the effects produced by halving the area of the 
copper plate, every thing else being the same throughout, 
saving that with results (1) and (2) the larger zinc plate, 
and with the other pair of results the smaller zinc plate, was 
opposed to the two copper plates respectively : although this 
modified the actual values obtained in each of the original 
sets of readings~ yet it produced practically no effect on the 
differences. In just the same way~ by comparing the inter- 
polation values in cases (1) and (4) and in (2) and (3), two 
corresponding sets of differences were obtained~ indicating 
the effects produced by halving the area of the zinc plate; 
as before, the two sets substantially coincided. Various 
experiments of this kind were made with different plate- 
materials and fluids surrounding them: whilsi the numerical 
values obtained were found to be to some extent variable 
with these conditions, yet, on the whol% it was always ibund 
t h a t  t]~e e~ect of ]~alving the area of t]~e copper plate notably 
exceeded that of halving t]~e area of the zinc plate. :For 
ins tance~ t h e  f o l l o w i n g  n u m b e r s  w e r e  o b t a i n e d  i n  one  se t  o f  
o b s e r v a t i o n s  w i t h  a cel l  c o n t a i n i n g  b r i g h t  p u r e  z inc  p l a t e s  
s u r r o u n d e d  b y  z i n c - s u l p h a t e  s o l u t i o n  o f  sp.  g r .  1"42, a n d  
f r e s h l y - c o a t e d  e l e c t r o - c o p p e r  p l a t e s  s u r r o u n d e d  b y  c o p p e r -  
sulphate solutions of sp. gr. 1"175, the larger plates exposing 
a surface of 5"0 square cenfimetres, and the smaller ones expo- 
sing 2"5 square centimetres. 

Current, 
n micro- 
amperes. 

101 
20,000 

~Effec~ of halving the area of the copper plate. 

Larger zinc plate opposed. 

(1) (2) Differ 
Larger Smaller 
copper, copper, ence, 

1"082 1"078 "004 
1"071 1"066 "005 
1"061 1'055 "006 
1 '045 1 '036 "009 
1"026 1"015 "011 

• 964 "947 '017 
• 876 '843 "033 
• 729 "672 '057 

SmaMer zinc plate opposed. 

(4) (3) Differ 
Larger Smaller 
copper, copper, encc, 

..... "076  1'073 "003 
• 064 1'060 '004 
• 052 1'047 '005 
• 035 1'026 "009 
• 011 "999 "012 
• 950 "929 '021 
• 854 "820 "034 
"698 "639 "059 

Mean 
differ- 
ence. 

'0035 
'0045 
"0055 
"0090 
"0115 
"0190 
"0335 
"0580 
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Chemical A~nity in terms of Electromotive Force. 295 

~ n r r e n t ,  

n micro- 
,mp~res. 

100 
200 
500 

1,000 
2,000 
5,000 

10,000 
20,000 

Effect of halving the area of the zinc plate. 

Larger copper plate opposed. !Smaller copper plate opposed. 

(i) 
Large 

zinc. 

1 '082 
1'071 
1"061 
1 '045 
1 '026 

'964 
"876 
"729 

(4) 
Smaller 

zinc. 
, 

1'076 
1 "064 
1"052 
1"035 
1"011 

"950 
"854 
"698 

Differ- 
c r~ce .  

"006 
"007 
"009 
"010 
"013 
"014 
"022 
"031 

(2) I (3) 
Large,  Smaller 

zinc. zinc. 
J 

1'078 1'073 
1-066 1 "060 
1"055 1"047 
1 "036 1 "026 
1"015 j "999 

• 947 i "929 
• 843 i "820 
• 672 i "639 

Differ- 
o n c e .  

"005 
"006 
.008 
.010 
'016 
"018 
"023 
'033 

m 

Mean 
~ffer- 
e n o e .  

"0065 
"0085 
'0100 
'0145 
'0160 
"0225 
"0320 

116. In precisely the same way, the following mean differ- 
ence-values were obtained in two other analogous experiments~ 
in the first of which the zinc plates were amalgamated and 
immersed m zinc-sulphate solution sp. gr. 1"42, the copper 
plates being also amalgamated and immersed in copper- 
sulphate solution sp. gr. 1"175; and in the second of which 
electro-copper plates and copper-sulphate solution sp. gr. 

• 1"175 were employed, conjoined with amalgamated zinc plates 
immersed in dilute sulphuric acid sp. gr. 1"045. The above 
mean difference-values are also exhibited in the table. 

Amalgamated zinc Amalgamated zinc IJl( 
and amalgamated m d  electro-copper II 
copper--zinc sun  - -d i lu te  sulphuric II 

Current, phate solution, acid. 
n micro- ~ - 1 "  
amp6res. Effect of halving ! 

Bright  zi :e  and 
electro-copper-- 

zinc-sulphate 
solution. 

Effect of halving 
area of 

 oppor? 

.-O-g 
200 "004 '002 
500 '009 "003 

1,000 -015 "004 
2,000 .024 "005 
5,000 .040 '009 

10,000 .049 '017 
20,000 '058 "026 

area of 

C o p p e F  ~ine. 

• 
• 002 "003 
• 0O3 "0O5 
• 005 '007 
'011 "010 
• 020 "015 
• 041 "020 
• 056 "032 

area of 

C o p p e r ?  Zinc. 

• 0035 -- '0055 
• 0045 "0065 
• 0055 "0085 
• 0090 "0100 
• 0115 "0145 
• 0190 "0160 
• 0335 "0225 
• 0580 "0320 

Much the same kind of result was obtained in various 
other similar experiments; the effect of halving the area of 
the copper plate was, especially with the stronger currents, 
much more marked than that of halving the area of the zinc 

2A2  
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296 Dr. C. R. A. Wright on the Determination of 

plate. The actual value of the depreciation produced with 
the stronger currents in either case, moreover, clearly indi- 
cares that the diminution cannot psssibly be solely due to the 
formation of stronger zinc-sulphate solution round the zinc 
plate, and weaker copper-sulphate round the copper plate, in 
the case of the smaller areas, than are produced with the 
larger ones; and hence the conclusion is arrived at that 
when, by reason of the production of a current, the E.M.F. of 
a Daniell cell is diminished, and the energy developed becomes 
proportionately non-adjuvant, the non-adjuvancy is ascribable, 
not merely to actions taking place at the surface of the zinc 
plate, but also, and more particularly, to those taking place 
at the surface of the copper plate. In the former case, the 
energy gained during ~ e  conversion of the metallic zinc of 
the plate into solution of zinc sulphate makes its appearance 
under such conditions partly as heat from the very com- 
mencement of the action, and is never wholly manifested as 
electric action expressible in volt-coulombs. In the latter 
case, the effect of the chemical action of the cell is to set 
free copper, which, in its transformation from the condi- 
tion in which it is first set free (nascent copper) to the con- 
dition ultimately assumed (more or less compact electro-de- 
posited soft coherent metal), causes a gain of energy which, 
like that due to the solution of the zinc, is partly manifested 
as heat ab oriqine, and is never, under such conditions, 
obtained wholly as electric action. The actual proportion of 
the energy due to the solution of the zinc or to the agglome- 
ration (or ~ allotropic modification) of the copper which is thus 
non-adjuvant, is variable within certain limits with the con- 
ditions of the experiment~ the nature of the plate-surfaces and 
of the liquids in the cell, &c., bu G cczte~is paribus, is greater 
the stronger the current: with very feeble currents (of 
density not exceeding some 8 microamp6res per square ccnti- 
metre), the proportion of non-adjuvant energy is too small to 
be measurable. 

Summary of Results. 
117. The above-described experiments, and the conclusions 

to be drawn f¥om them, may be thus summarized :--  
1. When a Daniell cell is constructed with equal-sized 

plates of pure zinc and pure copper (either compact bright 
metals, amalgamated plates~ or plates covered with electro- 
d?posited metal) immersed respectively in solutions of pure 
zinc and copper sulphates of the same specific gravity, 
and is made to generate a current not exceeding in density 
some 8 microamp6res per square eentimetre, an E.M.F. is set 
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up varying within certain small limits according to the 
precise condition of the surfaces of the metals as regards 
polish, oxidation, &c., but always lying fairly close to 1"115 
volt, and practically identical with the E.M.F. corresponding 
to the energy gained in the net chemical change ensuing, 
viz. the displacement of copper from copper=sulphate solution 
by zinc; so that under these conditions practically all the 
energy gained is adjuvant, whether due to displacement of 
copper by zinc, or to transformation into ordinary metal of 
the " nascent " copper thus set fi'ee. 

2. When impure zinc, or pure zinc amalgamated with 
impure mercury~ is used, a greater or less amount of the 
energy gained is non-adjuvant, even under conditions such as 
would with pure zinc cause all the energy to be adjuvant. 
The source of this non-adjuvaucy evidently lies in the nature 
of the actions taking place at the surface of the zinc plate; 
the maximum E.M.F. that such a cell can generate is more 
or less considerably below 1"115 volt, in some instances by 
several per cent. 

3. When the density of the current exceeds 8 micro- 
amperes per square centimetre, the E.M.F. of the cell falls 
more or less below 1"115 volt, owing to three causes, each of 
which produces an effect in the direction of diminishing the 
E.M.F. First~ according as the current density is greater 
or smaller, a greater or lesser degree of non-adjuvancy of the 
energy gained in the conversion of metallic zinc into zinc- 
sulphate solution is brought about. Secondly, a greater or 
lesser degree of non-adjuvancy is similarly brought abou~ in 
the energy gained by the transformation into ordinary copper 
of the "nascent"  metal liberated at the surface of the copper 
plate ; other things being equal~ this source of non-adjuvancy 
distinctly predominates over the other source just men~ioned. 
Thirdly, the passage of the current causes a weaker solution 
of copper sulphate to be formed round the copper plate, and a 
stronger one, of zinc sulphate to be produced round the zinc 
plat% than were originally used ; this sets up an inverse 
E .M.F,  and diminishes the effecti~e E.M.F. of the cell. 
The maximum possible diminution due to this cause does not 
exceed "04 volt; whilst with a current the density of which 
amounts to "003 ampere per square centimetre and upwards, 
the total diminution due to this cause together with the non- 
adjuvancy amounts to several times this maximum possible 
value. The diminution due to these various causes jointly 
constitutes what is sometimes spoken of as the"  polarization" 
of the cell. 

4. When the solutions of zinc and copper sulphate em- 
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298 On the .Deter'ruination of Chemical Affinity. 

ployed are not of the same specific gravity, the E.~.D'. of 
the combination differs from that which would have been sot 
up had both been of the same specific gravity by an amount 
which increases with the difference in specific gravity of the 
two solutions: if the copper-sulphate solution is the stronger~ the 
E.M.F. is increased, and vice versd. The amounts of increase 
and decrease are sensibly the same as the electromotive forces 
generated when two copper-sulphate or two zinc-sulphate 
solutions interdiffus% the specific gravities of which are iden- 
tical respectively with those of the two fluids actually present in 
the cell examined. So long as the two solutions are of the 
same specific gravity, the E.M.F. set up is~ ctsteris paribus, 
sensibly independent of the actual value of this specific 
gravity; at least the fluctuations observed are not outside the 
range of experimental errors. 

5. When dilute sulphuric acid is used instead of zinc- 
sulphate solution, its specific gravity being .the same as that 
of the copper-sulphate solution~ an increase m the E.M.F. of 
the cell is produced which sensibly corresponds with the 
increase in the "heat of formation " of zinc sulphate when 
sulphuric acid is employed of the strength used in the cell, as 
compared with acid diluted to a larger extent (Yf~ SO4, 800 
tt20). I f  the copper-sulphate solution differs from the acid in 
specific gravity, the latter not exceeding 1"18 in specific gra- 
vity, the E.M.F. is raised above or lowered below what it 
would have been had the copper sulphate been of the same 
specific gravity, by an amount which is sensibly the same 
as the E.M.F. generated by the interdiffusion of two copper- 
sulphate solutions the specific gravities of which are iden- 
tical respectively with those of th-e two fluids actually present 
in the cell examined. 

6. Owing to the diminution in the E.M.F. of a Daniell 
cell when generating a current, the fluctuati()ns in the maxi- 
mum values obtainable with any given cell with the physical 
condition of the surfaces of the plates and the time that has 
elapsed since its construction, the tendency to deposition of 
copper on the zinc by diffusion and the consequent dimi- 
nution in E.M.F,  and the variation in E.M.F. according as 
dilute acid of different strengths or zinc-sulphate solution is 
used to surround the zinc plate, it results that " the  E.M.F. 
of a Daniell cell" is a very variable standard of E,M.F. and 
one singularly devoid of permanence. By taking suitable 
precautions in the construction of a cell (using pure zinc 
amalgamated with pure mercury, amalgamated or electro- 
copper, and pure zinc-and copper-sulphate solutions of the 
same specific gravity), a cell may be obtained the E.M.F. of 
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_Srotlces respecting _N'ew Books. 299 

which does not differ more than +_0"25 per cent. from 1"113 
or 1"114 volt~ according as amalgamated or electro-copper is 
used; but such a cell cannot be kept many hours w-ithout 
altering in value materially~ and is in practice a very far less 
convenient standard than the mecurous-sulphate cell of 
Latimer Clark ; for~ notwithstanding that the limits of varia- 
tion between two cells of this latter kind~ similarly prepared~ 
are somewhat greater than those of the best form of standard 
Daniell cell~ it nevertheless possesses the valuable property of 
remaining sensibly constant (the temperature being the same) 
for many months~ and even one or more ycars~ as will be 
more completely shown in a future paper. 

X X X I V .  Notices respecting Nezo Books. 
t~oorkee Hyclraulic ~x2eriments. By Captain ALT,_~ CUlV~XZ~Q~AM, 

R.E. Yol. I., Text pp. 399+xvi. Vol. II., Tables--(1) Detailed 
Tables, (2) Abstract Tables, pp. 156+xii;  pp. 49. Vol. III.,  
Plates, lii. Roorkee: Thomason College Press, 1880, 1881. 

r-|a:KESE volumes give an account of experiments, on Flow of 
.L Water in a Canal, which lasted about four years (December 

1874 to March 1879, with some intermissions). We can hardly be 
expected to go through this mass of calculation, but will endeavour 
to put our readers en rc~22oort with the results arrived at by Captain 
Cunningham in his valuable labours, as here carefully digested and 
served up for all whom they may concern. The mode of perform- 
ing each experiment is given in great detail, not by any means a fault 
in investigations of this nature. In condescension, however, to the 
weakness of that bugbear, the general reader, a brief preface, or 
r~sum~ of contents is attached to each chapter, giving "the gist of 
the chapter without experimental or argumentative detail." What- 
ever data or results appear to the author to be doubtful are indi- 
cated by a query (?) attached. River-experiments on a small scale 
are well known not to be applicable to large bodies of water. 
India, with its many large canals, affords favourable opportunities 
for such experiments, as our author observes, "with a fair expecta- 
tion of a practically useful result." 

The objects contemplated by Captain Cunningham were shortly 
these :--(1) discovery of a good method of discharge-measurement ; 
(2) testing the applicability of known mean-velocity formulae ; (3) 
discovery of a good approximation to mean velocity : all three for 
large canals. The main results which are stated to have been arrived 
at are :--Loaded tube-rods give a rapid and sufficientlyclose approxi- 
mation to mean velocity past a vertical; with good arrangements 
discharge-measurements obtained by the method advocated under 
similar conditions may be expected not ¢o differ more than 3 per 
cent. ; none of the known mean-velocity formalin appear to be of 
really general applicability; central mean velocity-measurement 
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